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I. ABOUT US
Our Story

Why VI Fund Management

VI Fund Management was set up with a simple objective – to allow investors and clients
to benefit from long-term ownership of great
public-listed stocks by utilising the firm’s research-driven and systematic stock selection
process that we have refined over the years.

As a wholly-owned subsidiary of 8I Holdings Limited (ASX: 8IH), our series of funds is
also home to our group’s surplus capital. We
aligned the interest to strengthen our resolve,
allowing us to compound capital alongside
our investors with ‘skin in the game.’

From inception, our philosophy has always
been to invest in visionary entrepreneurs who
are prudent capital allocators serious about
building sustainable businesses for the long
term.

When we do well, our investors do well too.
But if we don’t, we bear the larger consequences should the portfolios produce subpar returns. This motivates us to continually
fine-tune our stock selection and portfolio
allocation framework to ensure every strateWe have always been fascinated by why and gy we craft stays dynamic and evolves as the
how many (typically founder-led) business- businesses in our portfolio do.
es continue to grow and compound in value
through tough times. Many evolve and adapt We stay ahead by being lean and agile with
over the years, like those who leveraged tech- our processes while leveraging automation
nology during the COVID-19 lockdowns, en- driven by data-driven statistical machine
abling them to multiply and compound many learning and financial & non-financial anatimes over their less savvy counterparts.
lytics.
By investing in a portfolio of growing and
innovative businesses, we believe that these
businesses, when purchased at a reasonable
price, will yield above-market returns, enabling our investors to achieve growing and
sustainable wealth over time.
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With every strategy we craft, we rigorously
backtest by as long as twenty years.
VI Fund Management, an entity registered
with the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS), aims to grow our investors’ wealth
through a systematic selection and investment process proven to compound wealth for
our investors over time.
We exist to grow and elevate our clients’ and
our wealth sustainably.
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II. VI QUANT SERIES
INVESTING FRAMEWORK
How We Invest

As a machine is only as powerful as its maker’s
design, the correct input perimeters are
VI Quant Series adopts a QUANTAMENTAL essential to training the system. Unfortunately,
approach which combines Quantitative many Quantitative funds only build their
research and Fundamental principles of algorithms based on share prices and price
investing to generate the best possible risk- volume data.
adjusted results.
At VI Quant Fund, we have the added
The QUANTAMENTAL approach utilises advantage of fundamental intuition honed
statistical machine-learning (ML) models from more than two decades of investment
trained by large datasets from financial, experience collectively and have crafted
economic, and alternative sources to deepen many proprietary “off-the-book” financial
the Fundamental investing research processes ratios, providing much more insight into the
and explore areas like sentiment analysis, companies we analyse.
alternative data, factor-based analysis, and
portfolio allocation analysis.
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With many more layers of financial and nonfinancial factors for the machine-learning
model to work on, our investment framework
is more robust in mitigating the various risks
discussed in the section ‘On Investment Risks’.

execution errors
traditional funds.

experienced

by

many

During market crashes, the robust investment
processes we craft emotionlessly ‘Chop the
Losers Fast’ without feeling that we wasted
We code out all strategies in this fund series months of research or relationships built with
into an intelligent yet repeatable process upper management for ‘extra insights’.
during calm markets and stable emotions.
When combined with extensive backtesting, We can also “Add to Winners”, without giving
automation of the entire stock screening, in to the fear that we are buying at an allselection, and execution processes, we time high, be swayed by fearmongering news
systematically overcome key person risks, channels or ‘higher conviction’ bets towards
cognitive biases, emotional biases, and a particular stock.
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III. ON INVESTMENT RISKS
Price volatility is a feature of the
market and not a bug!

entire investment process to be fact-based
and not invest based on news (noise).

Most investors generally equate the price
volatility of a stock to risk. However, the real
issue that needs addressing is the risk of
permanent capital loss, which we reduced
with a proper investment process and focus
less on temporary market quotational loss,
also known as price volatility.

No one can time the market
perfectly.

A feature is the design or characteristic of a
product, while a bug is a mistake or oversight
that needs fixing. In investing, price volatility
is a feature, not a bug.
Just as we inhale to replenish oxygen and
exhale to get rid of carbon dioxide, the
market needs to exhale and consolidate now
and then for valuations to stay healthy.
Despite price volatility, the best-compounded
returns go to those who can continually ride
or add positions to a basket of high-quality
companies. For this reason, we automate the
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A stock market is a unique place where two
investors can respectively buy and sell a stock
at the same price, yet both walk off thinking
they are geniuses for having made the correct
decision. A stock sell-off can also result from
corporate bad news or simply a billionaire
needing the cash urgently to buy a house.
Market price volatility is the culmination of all
human emotional reactions and intent.
This emotional melting pot creates short-term
bubbles in the market, and it would be most
foolish to attempt to time the market. No
one can perfectly pick the bottom and top of
market sentiment due to the varying market
participants and trading intent.
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After every exhalation (correction), the
market always enters a prolonged period of
inhalations (bullish runs) as economies focus
on recovery, stimulus plan kicks in, products
and services exponentially grow to serve
an equally exponential global population,
thereby increasing revenues.
This is the main reason why since the history
of the stock market, there are more bullish
(blue) periods in the market than bearish (red)
periods, giving birth to the famous quote by
Kenneth Fisher, “Time in The Market Beats
Timing The Market”.
However, we understand that everyone has
varying limits of drawdown percentages one
can endure. Therefore, we seek to create
the best risk-adjusted return practically
possible for every crafted strategy.
Market risk and specific risk make up the two
major categories of investment risk.
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Fund Strategy for Market
(Systematic) Risk

Although the model’s prediction accuracy is
relatively high, there are no perfect hedges due to
many factors such as options availability and bid/
ask spreads. If implemented, the hedge amount
will be capped at 5% of the fund’s AUM at any
given time and works to dampen the drawdowns.

Market risk (systematic risk) cannot be reduced
through diversification and tends to influence the
entire market. Though with limited outcome, the
risk can be hedged. Recessions, political turmoil,
changes in interest rates, natural disasters, and Selecting the highest quality stocks is the
best form of hedging. We systematically filter
terrorist attacks are examples of market risks.
for high-quality companies with resilient yet
We are extensively researching and plan to hedge visionary management and aligned interests with
against such risk by selling put options against the shareholders for the long term.
2-3 most correlated ETF. Like buying insurance,
every hedging strategy sacrifices some gains to In our backtesting, we discovered that the share
pay insurance premiums, hoping that the crisis price of these high-quality companies bounces
back a lot faster, quickly surpassing their all-time
does not happen.
highs as they continue to innovate and overcome
The signals generated for this hedging strategy any shorter-term uncertainly.
we crafted is modelled on various momentum,
volume, and volatility indicators. We backtested
this strategy across 20 years of historical data
across various ETFs.
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Fund Strategy for Specific
(Unsystematic) Risk
Specific risk (unsystematic risk) is uncertainty
unique to the company or industry. This form
of risk can be reduced through diversification.
New competitors, regulatory changes,
management changes, product recalls, and
aggressive accounting risks are all examples
of diversifiable risks.
VIE Structures Risk
Investment structures listed as Variable Interest
Entities present a unique portfolio risk that we
need to address.
Due to the China government’s restriction on
foreign ownership for specific industries (like
e-commerce, communications, or payment
platforms), many cleverly circumvent the
“ownership” issue and yet partake in the
fundraising in an overseas IPO. Entities listed
under such structure include Alibaba, Tencent,
JD.com, Pinduoduo, Didi etc.
With these entities, shareholders never
actually own the underlying business but an
offshore shell company (e.g. the Cayman
Islands), so assets can be taken away without
warning or compensation.
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The listed shell companies are contractually
promised profit sharing or dividends from
the operating entity. However, these promises
hang on the thin thread of the actual owner’s
integrity, which is enforceable only by the
offshore island’s regulatory body.

However, China is also eyeing to overtake
the U.S. as the global superpower. We doubt
they would shoot themselves in the foot and
destroy investors’ trust globally by vaporising
trillions of dollars of investor’s monies raised
to grow the Chinese companies.

Currently, China has yet to approve or As such, we have placed a cap such that VIE
disapprove these structures. However, just like structures will not occupy more than 35%
the recent series of tech, gaming, payment of AUM at any given time.
and education regulatory clampdown (e.g.
Didi, Tencent, Ant Group), there is a risk
of the government moving against these
structures. U.S. moved against certain
Chinese companies listed in the U.S. during
the trade war.
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Aggressive Accounting Risk

Sectors we generally avoid include Energy,
REITs, Metals & Mining, Banks, Utilities,
Over the decades, we have also witnessed
Marine, Airlines and Real Estate Development
many businesses marred by aggressive
unless the portfolios are specifically crafted
accounting practices and even frauds,
towards that industry.
resulting in permanent capital loss to many
portfolios.
However, where sector cap is concerned,
This is especially prominent in developing
we are generally sector agnostic and find it
markets like the Asia Pacific, where
foolish to limit the, e.g., technology sector to
regulatory enforcement is less stringent, and
“diversify” for name’s sake.
the aggressive accounting methods used
are more ‘creative’ than that of developed
For example, the world leader in Customer
western markets.
Relationship Management (CRM) software,
Salesforce (NYSE:CRM), generates their
We have refined and incorporated a
revenues from customers across all the 11
proprietary probability-based risk assessment
GICS industries classification (I.T., Health
process to reduce our exposure to such
Care, Financials, Energy, Utilities, Real Estate
practices into our stock selection.
etc..) and is itself a natural sectoral hedge.
Sector Risk

We also feel that this risk is sufficiently
addressed with the other systems in place
We strategically avoid specific sectors for
with the current processes in place and after
certain funds like our growth funds due to
careful backtesting.
their cyclical nature or different characteristics
from our fund strategy.
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had to do was ride along to earn phenomenal
returns. But that didn’t happen.

Geography Risk
For regional or global portfolio themes, e.g.,
APAC or Global, each country will not
occupy more than 35% of AUM at any
given time.

According to Fidelity Investments, more than
half of the fund’s investors lost money.
How does this happen?

Stock Concentration Risk

Peter Lynch’s unitholders bought in during
bubbles and pulled out permanently once
Where practically possible for the portfolio they encountered losses in a crash. In other
strategy and theme, all portfolio strategies words, they were timing his fund!
will not cross 5% of AUM at deployment.
To provide sufficient time for winning positions The lesson to be learnt is that while we can
to run, we rebalance the positions yearly, and outsource stock-picking to asset managers,
each position will not take up more than we cannot outsource emotional stability!
20% of the portfolio at any given time.
Just as we would be eager buyers if Louis
Vuitton bags go on sale, adding more or
dollar cost averaging into a basket of highOur Emotions Are the Greatest quality companies is key to compounding
wealth no matter who picks the basket.
Risk
As a unitholder, you have an essential
part in this partnership, no matter how
great the fund and its underlying portfolio of
companies.

As your asset managers, our role is to ensure
your portfolio consist of the highest quality
picks with the best chances of outperformance
at any given time.

One of the most extraordinary portfolio
managers of our time was Peter Lynch,
managing Fidelity’s Magellan Fund. His track
record for the fund was an astounding 29%
CAGR over 13 years. So it would seem all you

As unitholders, your role is to dollar cost
average into this basket and ensure you do
not trade the fund or do not have to pull out
your cash during a market correction, which
is temporary.
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As such, we would strongly advise that you:

2. DO NOT INVEST USING THE MONEY
YOU REQUIRE IN 5 YEARS (MINIMALLY 3
1. DOLLAR-COST-AVERAGE INTO THE YEARS).
FUND
The last thing we want is for our investors
Break your allocation into chunks. For to force-liquidate their portfolio during a
example, you should deploy a $500,000 temporary market crash and to realise that
position over one year, with $200,000 (40%)
loss.
as the first tranche, followed by $50,000
(10%) over the next six months.
For individuals, we recommend that you
Should market decline, you averaged down
and lowering your cost per unit. Should
market run, you averaged up while enjoying
returns of the earlier tranches. No one can
precisely time.
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have at least 6 months of living expenses kept
as cash for rainy days (like loss of income) and
to have your life insurance, hospitalisation
insurance and critical illness done up before
investing your spare cash.
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For corporations, we recommend that you
have at least 1 years of working capital needs
kept as liquid assets / near cash. You may
adjust this based on your business operating
cycle, cash conversion cycle and ability to
raise additional capital.

hedged growth fund that seeks capital gains
as the main goal and is suitable for growth
and aggressive investor.

Growth funds exhibit above-average price
volatility in return for higher returns. Investors
of this fund are expected to have holding
NOTE! This is should not be taken as financial power, ride out any short-term volatility, and
advice as we do not know your detailed even add to the fund’s basket of high-quality
financial situation.
companies during market corrections to
significantly improve portfolio returns when
3. INVEST INTO THE RIGHT PORTFOLIO the market recovers.
BASED ON THE VOLATILITY YOU CAN
STOMACH
If you seek less volatility exposure, you might
consider allocating a smaller portion of your
For example, VI Quant US Sub-Fund is a overall portfolio to a growth fund.
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IV. OUR FUNDS
VI Quant Series of funds only has ‘VI Quant
US Sub Fund’ launched as of now. Other
fund strategies of its series are currently being
extensively backtested before these product
solutions are launched to the public.

VI Quant US Sub-Fund
VI Quant US Sub-Fund is a growth fund
that seeks to invest across various market
capitalisation for the mid-long term. This fund
focuses on 50-100 listed companies that
operate in the U.S., which exhibit quality
growth and are being offered at a reasonable
price (we pay up for high-quality, long-term
compounder).

over the next 3-5 years. We categorise them
into growth, quality, profitability, health, price
momentum and risk.
Some companies in this portfolio may seem
to be loss-making or have paper-thin profit
margins at first glance. On deeper analysis,
they are operationally profitable with a very
strong product-market fit.
However, the visionary management has
strategically chosen to invest their profits
towards the future to anchor their lead in
the market and grow market share through
research capabilities, sales channels, or
production expansion.

With the extensive research on valuation
With each position at not more than methods over 20 years, we were able to
5% of AUM for risk management, this systematically value this seemingly “lossgrowth portfolio is equal weight, adjusted making” or “thin margined” companies
monthly and rebalanced yearly. It is tuned accurately over time and avoid their purchase
based on factors that contributed most to a in times of market exuberance.
stock’s potential for share price appreciation
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Backtested performance is by no means
indicative of future returns. Benchmarked
against low-cost growth ETFs, our strategy
backtested over 20 years held many
companies that fell within the category of

“next-generation” industries. These industries
have a tremendous tailwind that, with
hindsight, are the multi-bagger stocks many
investors wished they held 10 to 20 years
back.

This growth fund’s primary goal is capital
gains. As with all growth funds, it has a higher
compounding rate of return but usually
exhibits above-average market volatility in
the shorter term.

underlying dividends will be redeployed into
the portfolio to maximise compounding.

Investors are expected to only invest with
cash they do not need in the near term, have
3-5 years holding power, be able to ride out
This fund deploys 95% of its capital or more any short-term volatility and even add to the
at any time, holding a max of 5% AUM in basket of quality companies during market
cash, and does not pay dividends. Instead, all corrections.
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V. FUND STRUCTURE & FEES
Fund Structure

As the independent administrator, Crowe is
also responsible for the NAV calculation, NAV
Our fund is incorporated in Singapore under communication to unitholders, subscription,
the variable capital company (VCC) structure and redemption.
and denominated in USD. When you transfer
money to subscribe to units of the fund, the The fund calculations and processes are
money is sent to the fund’s bank account audited every year by an independent auditor
(OCBC). From there, they can only be moved (KLP) with periodic audits and oversight by
to the brokerage account (Interactive Broker), the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS).
an authorised list of fund vendors to maintain
its operations and back to the unit-holders
account.
All asset movement needs to be pre-approved
by 2 parties, the independent administrator,
Crowe, and a director of VI Fund Management.
The asset manager’s business operations are
also kept separate from fund assets.
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Fees - What Do We Charge?

High Watermark Feature

Unlike many mutual funds and unit trusts you
might have encountered, we do not charge
any sales, subscription, and redemption
charges to enter or exit the fund. However, to
prevent investors from trading the fund, we
implemented an early exit fee of 10% of fees
subscribed should this amount be withdrawn
within the first six months of subscription.

Another feature we implemented that aligns
us with unitholders is the high watermark. As
market prices are volatile, funds without high
watermark would be able to ‘double dip’ and
pay themselves a performance fee without
any increase in net worth to their clients.

We have three classes available to investors
at this current juncture.
Class A is a special “Early Bird Class” specially
created as a token of gratitude to our pioneer
batch of clients. This class does not charge a
management fee perpetually and is intended
to be open for a limited period when we hit
our AUM target. However, the minimum sum
for this class is USD 100,000.

For example, if the fund NAV goes from $100
to $180, of the $80 per unit increase, 20%
is paid to the asset manager as performance
fees.
If the NAV drops to $150 and climb back
to $180, a fund with a high watermark will
not pay any performance fees, and the NAV
needs to exceed the highest NAV of $180
for the asset manager to start receiving fees
again.
If the NAV further increases from $180 to
$190, of the $10 per share increase, 20% is
then paid to the asset manager as fees.

Class B and Class C allow investors to choose
between a management and performance fee
structure or a pure performance fee structure.
Both have a minimum sum of USD 50,000.
Any subsequent investments for all classes
are minimally USD 25,000 or more. Should
you need to liquidate some of your positions,
the minimum sum required to maintain an
account with us is also USD 25,000.
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VI. MEET THE VI QUANT TEAM
Clive Tan (CEO, VI Fund Management)
Co-founder and Executive Director of 8I
Holdings Limited (ASX:8IH), Clive spearheads
the VI Fund Management team.

Passionate about sharing his investment
knowledge and the importance of financial
literacy with the public, Clive has authored
books, including “Value Investing for
Clive holds a Post-Graduate Diploma in Employees” – one of the best-selling titles in
Education from the National Institute of VI’s Value Investing series.
Education and an Honours Degree in
Mechanical and Production Engineering from Clive, since the 8I Group’s inception in 2008,
the Nanyang Technological University. He has been responsible for the strategic planning,
also attended the University of Technology development, and risk management of the
in Sydney on an academic exchange group’s business units, including financial
programme.
education and investments in listed securities.
He is also deeply involved in the development
From his humble beginnings as a secondary of corporate policies and the group’s Human
school teacher, Clive got acquainted with the Capital.
idea of value investing through an investment
workshop and soon after, he began modelling
his investment strategies from renowned
value investors, including Warren Buffett, and
adapting it to the Asian context.
Through prudent investments and careful
planning, Clive had accumulated enough
investment returns within 5 years to start his
first business venture with his wife, acquiring
an existing loss-making childcare business
and turning it into a successful and profitable
one before selling it for a good profit.
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Joshua Zhang (Fund Manager, VI Fund Management)
Passionate about applied statistical machine
learning in the capital markets, he manages
the “VI Quant” series of funds at VI Fund
Management and leads a team responsible
for the in-depth research and backtesting of
Always seeking to discover and learn from quantamental investment strategies.
founder-led businesses, he is obsessed with Joshua also leads the R&D of financial
discovering financial and non-financial factors modules within VI App, implementing many
that can foretell company performance ahead of his investing research as key features to
systemise the investing process and empower
of share price movements.
retail investors to make decisions smarter,
This includes uncovering factors that hint at faster, and easier.
companies outperforming the market and
forensic accounting factors to detect and
avoid companies with aggressive accounting
practices.
With over eight years of experience as a global
investor, Joshua is on a quest to automate
and simplify the complex world of investing
and portfolio management.

Lu Yidan (Quantitative Analyst, VI Fund Management)
With a solid background in computer science
and a passion for the capital markets, Yidan
is a key member responsible for the seemingly
impossible task of unearthing the “holy grail”
of all investment strategies – maximum
possible upside without drawdowns.
She spends countless hours and sleepless
nights on data cleaning, quantitative research,
and strategy backtesting for the VI Quant
series of funds.
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After graduating with honours from Singapore
University of Technology and Design with a
Bachelor of Engineering (Information Systems
Technology), she passed the CFA level 2
exam at the tender age of 22 and is currently
undertaking her Masters in Quantitative
Finance at the Singapore Management
University.
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